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Connect your campus. 
Inspire involvement. 
Foster belonging. 
Cultivate a dynamic campus community through robust co-curricular 

experiences in an accessible online environment while collecting the 

quality data your institution needs to make strategic improvements 

and tell your story. By using Anthology® Engage as a centralized 

hub, your institution can come together around the common goal of 

creating meaningful experiences for learners.  

Connect learners to meaningful experiences 
Learners face rapid changes during the transition to college, and it can be 
challenging to find a place to belong. With Anthology Engage’s centralized 
system, learners have a one-stop shop to explore opportunities for involvement. 
By providing a space to discover clubs and organizations, host and attend 
events, vote in elections, and more, your learners can realize their passions and 
find their home at your institution. 

8+ million  
attendance records captured  

in the 2021-2022 academic year 

4 out of 5 stars
average event feedback rating

Spend time where it matters most  
Accurate record-keeping and smooth, organized processes are keys to any successful student affairs 
program. With tools designed to make administrators’ lives easier, Anthology Engage allows you to 
create standardized registration and event processes, design reviewer workflows, and bring paper 
submissions online. Streamline your operations to invest more time where it’s most impactful—with 
your learners. 

As an office of one, I rely on Engage like an office mate—collecting information and acting  
as a constant resource for our campus.” 

Andella Janicek   
Director of Campus Activities and Student Engagement 



Inspire collaboration
Every campus has its own unique needs, offerings, and structure. With Anthology 
Engage, use administrative branches to configure your site to match your 
campus. Branch functionality allows various areas of campus, such as student 
engagement, fraternity and sorority life, residence life, and more, to have their 
own processes—allowing you to innovate without breaking existing systems.

Tell your story
As learners use Anthology Engage, they are also generating valuable data, allowing your institution to 
gain a deep understanding of your learners’ engagement journeys. With tools like the Event Check-In App, 
create a culture of attendance tracking on campus and watch student engagement grow. Use the reliable 
data collected to inform continuous improvement efforts and track institution progress over time. 

Anthology Engage has changed the narrative that only a fraction of students are engaged to an 
understanding that the majority of students are engaged—done specifically through the data we 
were able to gather and leverage. We are now using this data as part of individual outreach to help 
all students thrive.”

Evan R. Heiser, Ed.D. 
Senior Director of Career and Experiential Education

Better together   
Anthology Engage offers deep integrations within our robust Anthology ecosystem and with our invaluable 
partnerships, including GivePulse, Navengage, TurboVote, Room & Resource through CollegeNET, EMS, 
and Ad Astra. With the additional support of the application programming interface (API) and other data 
services, your institution can gain a more holistic understanding of the learner journey, provide a sleek and 
centralized experience for users, and inspire a culture of collaboration across campus departments. 

Institutions that use Anthology Engage   

We utilize Engage with the end result in mind. The students are leaving our institution with a co-curricular transcript, 
verified by the college and district that affirms all the skills and experiences they have obtained, completed, and 
reflected upon to succeed in their career.”  

Dr. Rodell Asher  
Director of District-wide Student Engagement and Leadership

600+ institutions, 1.8 million active users, trusted and time-tested since 2004 

To learn more about Anthology Engage or to request an in-depth 
demo, visit anthology.com/engage
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